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ABOUT US
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Reward Hunters Token is a project that aims to
bring interactive gameplay and community
involvement to Crypto Gaming. Our token rewards
holders in BNB reflections that not only prevent
unfair trading practices but allow holders to earn
passive income as well! We aim to create an
ecosystem with multiple games that will all be
based under the RHT Token.



PRIVATE SALE
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Our pre-sale took place through a Private Sale.

We started our fundraising phase to launch the $RHT
Token with the aim of raising 100 BNB for our launch.

In July 2021, we were successful with our initial planning,
we managed to raise 100 BNB within 03 days.

With the philosophy of our CEO and Founder Leandro
Baccari, Reward Hunters has always been transparent
with its investors, so everyone was aware that 15% of the
funds raised would be returned to the Token Launch
Marketing that took place on July 27, 2021.

Achievements: In December 2021 we reached a liquidity
of 1,600 BNB.



$RHT FEE
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$RHT Token holders will be automatically rewarded by redistribution in BNB. 

TOKENOMICS 
(SELL) 18% 

12% BNB redistributed to holders 
6% added to liquidity TOKENOMICS 

(BUY) 15% 
10% BNB redistributed to holders 
5% added to liquidity Anti-Whale Mechanism 

(TRANSFER) 15% 
10% BNB redistributed to holders 
5% added to liquidity Anti-Whale Mechanism 

With the auto-stake system (reflections system), Reward Hunters Token has 
already paid more than 2,500 BNB in dividends to $RHT holders, data confirmed in 
May 2022 .

Our Smart Contract It has an intelligent system that automatically collects the fee 
in BNB before the investor exchanges it for $RHT and when the investor sells the 
$RHT the smart contract collects the fee in BNB.

Our reflection system does not sell $RHT to convert it into BNB and distribute the 
proceeds.

It is important to emphasize that there are fees in the case of transfers between 
wallets. This is the only case where the Smart Contract sells the fees collected in 
$RHT to generate revenue.



Ecosystem
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STAKE $RHT
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We opened our first Stake Pool in May 2022.

Initially 02 pools were created, they were divided 
into Tiers.

Our Stake system brings in addition to the income 
benefit, initially in $RHT it makes $RHT Holders 
readable to participate in the presales that take 
place within the Launchpad.

You can find the pools available for Stake through 
this Link.

https://marketplace.rewardhunters.finance/Stake

You can find the projects that are inside the $RHT 
Incubator through this Link,

https://launchpadrht.finance/



NFT MARKETPLACE
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Reward Hunters has its own platform for 
buying and selling NFT's.

The $RHT Marketplace was developed not 
only to be able to use $RHT to buy and sell 
your own collections, but also with the 
possibility to list other contracts, thus 
allowing new sources of revenue and fee 
collections to come into the project.

In this way, the $RHT ecosystem will remain 
sustainable and with sources for investment 
in new solutions and project advances.



GAMEPLAY BY $RHT
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Reward Hunters emerged on the blockchain to be a
platform for its own games and throughout its
development the project foresees several games from
different segments to be developed and delivered to be
incorporated into the $RHT ecosystem

The first game, The Battle of Sotiras, will be an NFT Play-
to-Earn game in which players will compete in a PVP
Battle Royale setting to become the Champion of the
Arena! You can bet on yourself or top players in the
community to increase your holdings if you are brave, or
collect NFT's and sell them in the local market! The
upcoming mini games in development are Crypto Earth
where in this game, each user will have their own NFT
Planet to keep clean and pollution-free. While the third
mini game, Crazy UB, will be similar to Uber or Taxi driver
life in which you will buy the NFT Car and the virtual coin
game which will be used to purchase gasoline, repair the
car, and buy a new tire with. The virtual coin will be sold
using $RHT.



LAUNCHPAD
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Launchpad $RHT emerged in 2022 to meet the demand
for new projects, especially those that are or will be part
of the incubator program.

We offer security to projects and investors.

We have a session especially available for the
capitalization phase of new projects, whether they are in
the Seed Round phase as well as Public Sale.

All projects launched within Launchpad will have $RHT
participation in the capitalization, thus allowing a source
of income to feed new Stake pools so that $RHT Holders
have different types of income and different levels of
APR.



Times Square
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Achievements
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$RHT LABS
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